Security Mechanism for Distributed GIS Spatial Data Based on Object-based Storage
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Abstract: Massive Spatial data is the very core of current GIS and generally is distributed at different places. A new generation storage model for distributed GIS spatial data based on Object-Based Storage (OBS) has been constructed, which gives an integrated solution to both offer high-performance storage services and secure data sharing. In this model, GIS server, metadata server and storage device are separated, so it is very important to construct a security mechanism for securing distributed GIS spatial data.

In this paper, a security mechanism for distributed GIS spatial data is presented based on OBS after analyzing Object-based Storage Device (OSD) security model described in OSD-2 standard. In this mechanism, the security model is a credential-based access control system composed of the following components: ① an OSD device (OSD); ② a security manager; ③ a policy/storage manager; ④ a GIS server. Commands transfer and data access both need be authorized. The mechanism is composed of three security protocols: GIS Server-Security Manager protocol, Security Manager-OBSD protocol and GIS Server-OBSD protocol. These three protocols maintain integrity, confidentiality and privacy of distributed GIS spatial data.
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1 Introduction

Massive spatial data is the very core of GIS, and has taken on obvious characteristics of multi-scale, multidimensional, distributed sharing, and increasing quickly, so it is very important to secure distributed GIS spatial data.

The model of current GIS spatial data storage and management is mainly spatial database based on ORDB (Object-Relation Database) [2][5], which physical storage devices generally use the RAID or other large capacity storage devices directly linked to the interior data bus of GIS server. In this paper, this model is called as spatial database storage model. In the spatial database storage model, data access, control and management are all run by GIS server, so it has some
difficulties in offering high-performance storage services and securing data sharing. GIS applications running in the GIS server manage spatial database by the means of authentication and authorization to offer securing distributed spatial data sharing.

The model of GIS spatial data storage based on Object-Based Storage (OBS) gives an integrated solution to both offer high-performance storage services and secure data sharing. In this model, GIS server, metadata server and storage device are separated, and spatial data is organized as a spatial object saved in Object-based Storage Device (OSD), so we present a security mechanism for distributed GIS spatial data based on OBS to secure massive spatial data.

2 GIS Spatial Data Storage Model Based on OBS

The network storage technologies used in the spatial database storage model mainly have Direct Attached Storage (DAS), Network Attached Storage (NAS) and Storage Area Network (SAN). DAS is a network storage architecture that the block-based storage devices are directly linked to the I/O bus of a computer or a server via SCSI or ATA/IDE, which can offer storage space extension and high-performance transfer for a single server which both offers network storage services for clients outside and provides access control and security policy for whole DAS system. For NAS, the storage subsystem is attached to a network of servers and file requests are passed through a parallel file system to the centralized storage device[6,7]. NAS uses a simplified operating system, which is specified to use for storage, to realize file sharing, and can directly link to the switch of WAN or the hub of other LANs, and usually uses access control and security policy at file granularity[8]. SAN uses a dedicated network to provide an any-to-any connection between processors and storage devices[9], usually connected by Fiber Channel or iSCSI[9]. SAN is an unattached data storage network, and the data transfer rate is very high inside the storage network. But SAN can’t realize the file sharing across platforms, and its operating system still lies in the server, the user can’t directly access the storage network. Its access control and security policy are only implemented by storage devices and network switches, so the granularity is too big to realize the access control and storage security in an unsafe network.

Just like the spatial database storage model, the spatial object storage model also includes a user component and a storage component. In this model, different to the spatial database storage model, spatial data is organized as a spatial object saved in OSD but not in spatial database, and the user component and the storage component are separated. Fig. 1 is the comparison of spatial database storage model and spatial object storage model[10].
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Fig. 1 Comparison of spatial database and spatial object storage model

The user component contains such functions as hierarchy management, naming and user access control, and may have the ability to influence the properties of object data through the specification of attributes mechanisms. GIS application communicates with the user component using spatial object call interface.

The storage component is offloaded to the storage device and the interface accessing the storage device changes from file/block interface to spatial object interface. It is focused on mapping spatial object to the physical organization of the storage media, and makes the decisions as to where to allocate storage capacity for individual data entities and managing free space. In addition to mapping data, the storage component maintains other information about the spatial objects that it stores (e.g., size, and usage quotas, and associated username) in attributes.

In order to separate access paths of control, management and data, GIS server, spatial metadata server and the OBSs (OSD devices) are self-existent. The architecture of GIS based on OBS is showed in Fig. 2. The OBSs are the storage components of the system to be shared. Spatial object is stored in abstract containers by the OSD logical unit. Spatial object in the abstract containers is not addressable using LBAs (Logical Block Addresses). The OSD logical unit allocates space for spatial object and delivers a unique identifier to the GIS server. The GIS server uses the same unique identifier for subsequent accesses to the spatial object. Metadata server manages the metadata of spatial data and OSD, and the GIS server directly accesses an OBSD. In this way, 90% of metadata management is distributed in the OBS-
Ds, so it avoids the bottleneck problem of metadata in traditional storage system[11][11].
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In distributed GIS spatial data based on spatial database storage model, all of spatial data and metadata are accessed via metadata server, so the security of spatial data can be concentrically controlled in the metadata server, and it is realized easily by authentication and authorization. In distributed GIS spatial data based on OBS, GIS server, spatial metadata server and the OBSDs are separated and GIS server directly accesses the OBSDs, so it leads to some new security problems:

1. How to authenticate the GIS server for metadata server and OBSD?
2. How to secure the data exchanged between GIS server and OBSD?
3. How to protect spatial data against network attacks?

### 3 Proposed Solution

In order to solve the problems above, a security mechanism is discussed in details in this section.

#### 3.1 The Security Model

According to the OSD security model described in OSD-2[11], a security model is given for distributed GIS spatial data based OBS, which is a credential-based access control system composed of the following components: an OBSD, a Policy/Storage Manager, a Security Manager and a GIS Server. Fig. 3 shows the flow of transactions between the components of this security model.

In this security model, the OBSD and the Security Manager are trusted components[11,14,15]. The Security Manager generates credentials, including capabilities prepared by the Policy/Storage Manager, for authorized GIS server. The Security Manager returns a Capability Key with each Credential. The Credential gives the GIS Server access to specific OSD components. The Capability Key allows the GIS Server and the OBSD to authenticate the commands and data they exchange with an Integrity Check Value.

The GIS Server requests credentials and capability keys from the Security Manager for the command functions it needs to perform and sends those capabilities in those credentials to the OBSD as part of commands that include an Integrity Check Value used as the Capability Key.

![Security model transactions](image)

The Security Manager may authenticate the GIS Server, but the OBSD does not authenticate the GIS Server. It is sufficient for the OBSD to verify the capabilities and integrity check values sent by the GIS Server.

#### 3.2 Parameters Definitions

##### 3.2.1 Credential

The Credential is a data structure that is prepared by the Security Manager and protected by an Integrity Check Value that is sent to a GIS Server in order to grant defined access to an OSD logical unit for specific command functions performed on specific OSD objects. The Credential includes a Capability (Cap), an OSD System ID (IDOSD) and a Credential Integrity Check Value (ICV$_{cr}$), formulated as

$$C = \{\text{Cap} + \text{IDOSD} + \text{ICV$_{cr}$}\}$$

1. The Capability is prepared by the Policy/Storage Manager that the GIS Server copies to each CDB that requests the specified command functions. It is included in a CDB to enable the OBSD to verify that the sender is allowed to perform the command functions described by the CDB. The Capability Expiration Time, the security methods and algorithms are also specified in the Capability. In this security mechanism, the security method is the CMDRSP security method[3], and the security algorithm is HMAC-SHA1[16].

2. The Integrity Check Value (ICV) is a value computed using a security algorithm $A$ (e.g., HMAC-SHA1[5]), a secret key $K$, and an array of bytes $B$ as

$$ICV \leftarrow (A, K, B)$$

3. The ICV$_{cr}$ is used to protect the Credential against various network attacks. It is calculated by the Security Manager using the algorithm $A$ specified in the Capability, the contents of the Credential except the ICV$_{cr}$ and secret key $K_S$ shared by the Security Manager and the OBSD in the
CMRSP security method as

\[ ICV_{\text{wr}} \leftarrow (A, K_8, \text{Cap} + ID_{\text{OBSD}}) \]  (3)

In the security mechanism, \( ICV_{\text{wr}} \) is used as the secret key \( K_8 \) to calculate Request Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) of GIS Server, and is also called as the Capability Key used to secure the communications between the GIS Server and the OBSD.

3.2.2 Request

The service Request \( (\text{Req}) \) sent by the GIS Server to the OBSD is placed in the Command Descriptor Block \((\text{CDB})\)\(^{[11]}\), in which there are a Timestamp \((T_s)\), a Capability, OSD system ID and a Request Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) related to the OSD security.

1. The Capability is the contents of the Credential sent by the Security Manager to the GIS Server.
2. The Request Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) is calculated by the GIS Server using the algorithm \( A \) specified in the Capability, the contents of the Request except the \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) and secret key \( K_8 \) in the CMRSP security method. The \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) is computed as

\[ ICV_{\text{req}} \leftarrow (A, K_8, \text{Req} - ICV_{\text{req}}) \]  (4)

3.2.3 Response

The Response \( (\text{Res}) \) sent by the OBSD to the GIS Server to response the Request sent by the GIS Server to the OBSD, including a Response Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{res}} \) related to the OSD security.

The Response Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{res}} \) is calculated by the OBSD using the algorithm \( A \) specified in the Capability, the contents of the Response except the \( ICV_{\text{res}} \) and secret key \( K_8 \) in the CMRSP security method. The \( ICV_{\text{res}} \) is computed as

\[ ICV_{\text{res}} \leftarrow (A, K_8, \text{Res} - ICV_{\text{res}}) \]  (5)

3 Protocols Details

In our security mechanism, there are mainly three protocols: ① GIS Server-Security Manager protocol; ② Security Manager-OBSD protocol; ③ GIS Server-OBSD protocol. These protocols are showed in Fig. 4.

3.3.1 The GIS Server-Security Manager Protocol

The protocol between the GIS Server and the Security Manager, shown in Fig. 4 ①, is rather straightforward:
1. The GIS Server asks for a Capability.
2. The Security Manager verifies the GIS Server permissions, generates a Credential including a Capability Key, and sends it to the GIS Server.

The Credential contains the key \( K_8 = ICV_{\text{wr}} \), hence it must be sent to the GIS Server over a secure channel. To establish this channel and let the Security Manager identify the GIS Server, both of them should authenticate each other in a Kerberos or PKI system\(^{[12]}\), which is not part of the protocol.

3.3.2 The Security Manager-OBSD Protocol

The protocol between the GIS Server and the Security Manager is shown in Fig. 4 ②. It is the exchange protocol of the shared secret key \( K_8 \) over a secure channel.
1. The Security Manager sends a new \( K_8 \) to the OBSD along with their version number
2. The OBSD stores the new \( K_8 \), and sends back an acknowledgement signal to the Security Manager.

3.3.3 The GIS Server-OBSD Protocol

The protocol between the GIS Server and the OBSD is shown in Fig. 4 ③. While received a Request sent by the GIS Server along with the capabilities in the Credential, the OBSD will
1. Verify the permission of the Request operations;
2. Check Capability Expiration Time in the Capability;
3. Reconstruct the Credential \( C \) according to the Request and compute a new Credential Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{wr}}' \);
4. Compute a new Request Integrity Check Value \( ICV_{\text{req}}' \) using the \( ICV_{\text{wr}}' \) as the secret key;
5. Verify whether the \( ICV_{\text{req}}' \) matches the \( ICV_{\text{req}} \) of the Request.

If any of the checks mentioned above fails, the Request is denied. If all of them passes, \( K_8' = K_8 \), then the data exchanged between the GIS Server and the OBSD is encrypted by \( K_8 \).

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Credential Generation

The Security Manager has two roles: ① authenticating GIS Servers, authorizing their requests according to the system protection policy, and generating suitable credentials; ② refreshing the shared secret key \( K_8 \) periodically\(^{[11]}\). The system protection policy and user authentication are outside of our security mechanism only the Credential generation facility is discussed. The Security Manager and the Policy/Storage
Manager are located in the Metadata Server.

The Security Manager keeps a table that contains the current encryption key, authentication key and key version of each of the OBSDs in the system. Given an OSD system ID and the permissible operation, the Security Manager generates the Credential as follows:

1. Forward the access requests from the GIS Server to the Policy/Storage Manager. If the Policy/Storage Manager denies the forwarded request an error shall be returned to the requesting GIS Server;
2. Insert the Capability returned by the Policy/Storage Manager in the Credential;
3. Set the Credential OSD SYSTEM ID field to the value in the OSD system ID attribute in the Root Information attributes page of the OSD logical unit to which the Credential applies;
4. Create a random string $K_S$ of length 128 bits;
5. Set the Capability KEY VERSION field to the number of the secret key $K_S$ used to compute the Credential Integrity Check Value;
6. Set the Capability INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field to the value that specifies the algorithm $A$ used to compute all integrity check values related to this Credential. The algorithm $A$ selected in our security mechanism is HMAC-SHA1;
7. As specified by the maintained security policy information, modify other capability fields, including setting the CAPABILITY EXPURATION TIME field to a value that is consistent with the policy;
8. Compute the Credential Integrity Check Value as described in 3.2.1, placing the result in the CREDENTIAL INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field in the Credential;
9. Concatenate the Capability, the OSD system ID and the $ICV_{cr}$ of length 96 bits, thus generating the Credential.
10. Return the Credential thus constructed to the GIS Server with the Credential Integrity Check Value serving as the Capability Key.

4.2 Credential Verification

4.2.1 Reconstructing Credential

Before verifying the Credential associated with a CDB, the OBSD reconstructs a Credential $C'$ from the Capability in the CDB by:

1. Copying the value in the OSD system ID attribute in the Root Information attributes page to the OSD SYSTEM ID field of the reconstructed Credential;
2. Copying the Capability from the CDB to the reconstructed Credential.

The CREDENTIAL INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field is not used in a reconstructed Credential.

4.2.2 Verifying Credential

The OBSD verifies the Credential associated with a CDB by:

1. Reconstructing the Credential containing the Capability as described in 4.2.1;
2. Computing the Credential Integrity Check Value ($ICV_{cr}'$) for the reconstructed Credential $C'$ using the algorithm $A$ specified by the INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field in the capability, the contents of the reconstructed Credential $C'$ and the secret key $K_S$ shared with the Security Manager, formulated as

$$ICV_{cr}' \leftarrow (A, K_S, C')$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

3. Recomputing a new Request Integrity Check Value ($ICV_{req}'$) using:

   (1) The algorithm $A$ specified by the INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field in the Capability;
   (2) Based on the Request contents of the CDB and the REQUEST INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field set to zero;
   (3) The Credential Integrity Check value $ICV_{cr}'$ computed in step 2 as the secret key $K_R$;

And formulated as

$$ICV_{req}' \leftarrow (A, ICV_{cr}', R)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

4. Verifying that the Request Integrity Check Value $ICV_{req}'$ matches the contents of the REQUEST INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field in the CDB. If the contents in the REQUEST INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field in the CDB do not match the computed $ICV_{req}'$, the command shall be terminated with an Illegal Request status.

When the validation of a Credential is successful, there are

$$ICV_{req}' = ICV_{req} \quad \text{and} \quad ICV_{cr}' = ICV_{cr}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

4.2.3 Invalidating Credential

The Security Manager may invalidate the credentials for one OSD object by requesting that the Policy/Storage Manager change the policy access tag attribute in the policy/security attributes page associated with that OSD object to a value other than the policy access tag value that is contained in the credential’s Capability.

The Security Manager may invalidate credentials for an entire partition by updating the working key version used to compute the credential integrity check value in those credentials.

4.3 Encrypting Communication

When the OBSD successfully verifies the Credential, $ICV_{cr}'$ equals to $ICV_{cr}$, so there is an equation as

$$K_R = K_R'.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$K_R$ and $K_R'$ are used as the single secret key to secure
the communications between the GIS Server and the OBSD. The GIS Server encrypts the Request using $K_R$ is described above. The OBSD uses $K_R'$ to secure the Data returned the GIS Server as follows:

1. The OBSD computes a Response Integrity Check Value ($ICV_{Res}$) using the algorithm $A$ specified by the INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field in the Capability, the Response (Res) except the $ICV_{Res}$ and the single secret key $K_R'$, formulated as

$$ICV_{Res} \leftarrow (A, K_R', Res - ICV_{Res})$$

2. The OBSD adds the $ICV_{OBSD}$ computed in step 1 into the Response and sent the Response including the $ICV_{OBSD}$ to the GIS Server;

3. When received the Response sent by the OBSD, the GIS Server recomputes an new Response Integrity Check Value ($ICV_{Res}$) using the algorithm $A$ specified by the INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE ALGORITHM field in the Capability, the Response except the $ICV_{Res}$ and the single secret key $K_R$, formulated as

$$ICV_{Res} \leftarrow (A, K_R, Res - ICV_{Res})$$

4. Verifying that the $ICV_{Res}'$ matches the contents of the RESPONSE INTEGRITY CHECK VALUE field in the Response sent by the OBSD.

5 Security Analysis

5.1 Preventing Attacks

Security valuation of a security mechanism generally includes three aspects: authenticity, confidentiality and integrity. In order to guarantee the authenticity, confidentiality and integrity of the GIS spatial data stored in the OBS, the security mechanism must prevent various attacks such as eavesdropping, tampering, replaying, delaying, impersonating or masquerading, credential reusing. Our security mechanism can prevent those attacks by those means analyzed as follows:

1. Authenticity—it makes possible that the message receiver is capable of verifying the identity of the message sender, hence preventing that likely intruders inject malicious data into the OBS. In the security mechanism, the Security Manager and the GIS Server should authenticate each other in a PKI system. In order to guarantee authenticity, the mechanism frequently used is the Credential Integrity Check Value $ICV_{Cred}$ calculation. $ICV_{Cred}$ is a function that uses a private key and the proper message to obtain a distinguished a Capability, which may both be used in the authentication and the verification of the message integrity.

Impersonating or Masquerading attack forms a serious security risk in the OBS. For example, a malicious guest to the OBS may impersonate himself as the GIS Server, and then he may be able to access or destroy the GIS spatial data. Impersonating threats are mitigated by applying strong mutual authentications between the Security Manager and the GIS Server.

2. Confidentiality—it ensures that the content of the message is accessed only by authorized party.

Cryptography algorithms generally are used for guarantee data confidentiality. In our security mechanism, we uses $K_R$ and $K_R'$ as the single secret key to secure the communications between the GIS Server and the OBSD.

Eavesdropping is the most common and simple attack to a network storage system. Confidentiality is a security service against eavesdropping. The GIS spatial data must be encrypted using the single secret key to secure the communication between the GIS Server and the OBSD so that others who don’t know the key will not disclose the content of the communication.

3. Integrity—it guarantees that should a message have its content modified during the transmission, the receiver is able to identify these alterations. Integrity is security requirement against tampering, replaying, delaying and reusing.

Tampering is the attacker actively modifies the Credential to fool the other party and obtain some benefit. It assures that the traffic is not damaged or modified by other unauthorized party. The Credential Integrity Check Value $ICV_{Cred}$ protects the integrity of the GIS Server’s Request. Tamper or forger can’t calculate the right $ICV_{Cred}$ without the secret key $K_R$, then can’t tamper or forge the Capability, the Request or the Timestamp. $ICV_{Cred}$ also protects the integrity of the Credential. If the GIS Server tampers or forges the Credential, the $K_R$ calculated by the OBSD using the secret key shared with the Security Manager doesn’t equal to $K_R$, so the new Request Integrity Check Value $ICV_{Res}'$ calculated by the OBSD using $K_R$ doesn’t equals to the Request Integrity Check Value $ICV_{Res}$ in the CDB sent by the GIS Server. The Request Integrity Check Value $ICV_{Res}$ is the unique identifier of the GIS Server’s Request. The OBSD keeps a table of received $ICV_{Res}$ to verify whether the Request is implemented. If the Request is implemented, the OBSD refuses to offer interrelated service.

Replaying attack is the attack that attacker replays some previous eavesdropped packets to other parties. To prevent these attacks, we typically use nonce or timestamp to guarantee the freshness of the Credential.

The Timestamp of the Request is used to rebel against the delaying attack. The OBSD builds up a time window. Once the Timestamp of the CDB is out of the window, the OBSD refuses to offer interrelated service.

Credential reusing is permitted in order to avoid the GIS Server to apply the same Credential time after time. The valu-
5.2 Credential Processing Speed

While a large amount of users parallel accessing the GIS spatial data storage system based on OBS, it is vital that the cost of generating and verifying a credential suits the qualifications of the high performances of GIS spatial data storage. In order to estimate the performance of our security mechanism we ran some initial tests to measure the cost of generating and verifying a credential. Our prototype implemented on a Pentium IV/2.4 GHz with 512 MB memory running Linux RedHat with kernel version 2.4.21. The tests results are as follows:

1. Generating credentials: 18 500 per second.
2. Verifying credentials: 17 600 per second.

The results show that the cost of generating and verifying a credential is very low, and it absolutely suits the qualifications of the high performances of GIS spatial data storage.

6 Conclusions

The use of object-based storage instead of traditional block-based storage is an apparent tendency. We have described our design and implementation details of a security mechanism for distributed GIS spatial data based on object-based storage. Our security mechanism can be applied to both the distributed GIS spatial data storage and other massive information storage.

The authors plan to further explore the security mechanism for distributed GIS spatial data based on object-based storage to understand how object-based access control lists can be efficiently designed and implemented.
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